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A fracture control methodology that will prevent the possibility of longrunning crack propagation, basedon the crack-tip opening angle (CTOA) is
outlined here. Two aspectsare considered:(1) the calculation of the maximum
CTOA for a given geometry and loading and (2) the determination of the
critical material property for fracture, (CTOA),. The vehicle for CTOA
calculations was a fluid/structure/fracture interaction inelastic dynamic computational model for fast long-running fracture in pipelines. Validation of the
approach used in this analysiswasprovided through quantitative comparisons
with measuredfull-scale burst test data. A convenient two-specimendropweight tear test was usedto determine the (CTOA), for line pipe steels.The
linking of the latter with the quantification of a maximum CTOA for
steady-stateductile fracture, usingthe numerical model, provides the basisfor
an approach that evaluates the conditions needed to ensure crack arrest.
Copyright 0 1996Elsevier ScienceLtd.

initiation
of a long-running
ductile fracture. As in
many other engineering applications where fracture is
a concern, design for crack arrest provides an
additional
important
line of defense against a
catastrophic accident. For gas transmission pipelines,
arrest of a crack initiated following third-party impact
or unchecked corrosion can be encompassed by the
fracture model that is described in this paper.
To address these fracture issues, full-scale pipe
burst testing has been conducted over the past several
decades in the United States, Europe and Japan.
However, the resulting gas transmission pipeline crack
arrest methodology is not completely adequate, due in
part to the empirical nature of the predictive methods
developed from the pipe burst data. More specifically,
using
the
absorbed
energy
in
a Charpy

1 INTRODUCTION

As interest in enlarging the gas throughput increases,
the use of larger diameter and higher pressure gas
transmission pipelines will rise. There will then be an
increasing need for reliable pipeline design, inspection
and maintenance procedures that will preclude service
failures. Concern for the possibility of ductile fracture
propagation in gas transmission pipelines stems from
two main sources. With the ever-expanding
gas
transmission system, the probability
rises of a third
party inflicting
damage severe enough to initiate
fracture. Further, as the current system ages, the
probability
of insidious corrosion damage growth
producing a local pipe rupture event increases. Failure
through either of these mechanisms can result in the
11
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impact test as a measure of the line
toughness, empirical power-law-type
been developed by each of seven
concerned with the problem.’
For
Italsider/CSM
formula is given by:
(C,),i,

= 2.52 X lo-“Ra,,

pipe material
relations have
organizations
example, the

+ 1.245 x lo-‘?

- 0.627h - 6.8 X IO-‘+,

h

where Cv is 213 the Charpy energy in joules, h is the
wall thickness in millimeters,
R is the pipe radius in
millimeters u,, is the hoop stress in megapascals and d
is the depth of backfill in millimeters.
It is important
to recognize that, while entirely reasonable for the
purpose of interpolating
within the burst test
database, empirical relations such as eqn (1) entail a
considerable
risk when extrapolated
outside this
database.
There are additional
inadequacies embodied
in
relations such as given by eqn (1). One major
weakness is that the absorbed energy in a Charpy
impact test is not a valid fracture propagation
toughness measure. To rectify this, efforts have been
made to substitute a drop-weight tear test (DWTT)
energy and, alternatively, to use an instrumented test
specimen. A further consideration
relating to the
reliability of extrapolated empirical relations is that no
fracture mechanics modeling was done to develop any
of them. The inadequacies of the extrapolation of the
empirical relations to larger diameter pipe have been
illustrated in Ref. 1 where it was shown that, when
eqn (1) was applied to more recently developed line
pipe steels, highly unsatisfactory results were obtained. Not only was the prediction inconsistent with
the new test data, but it was also found to be
non-conservative
up to 80%. This finding strongly
dictates the need for the use of more theoretically
valid procedures.
The present work has drawn upon progress that has
been made in applications of fracture mechanics to
nuclear power plant pressure vessels and other
engineering structures employing tough and ductile
materials in dynamic loading conditions. This work
has resulted in the development of a computer code,
PFRAC, which couples an inelastic finite element
model to a transient finite difference solution. For the
work reported herein, PFRAC provided a fluid/
structure/fracture
interaction
model for dynamic
fracture propagation in a gas transmission pipeline.‘.’
Because the model
development
is essentially
independent of the pipe burst data (the latter data
were used independently
for validation
purposes
only), the present effort culminates the basic fracture
mechanics approach that was initiated by Hahn ef ~1.~
For completeness, a selection of the many attempts

et al.

that have been made to develop a predictive fracture
propagation model for gas transmission pipelines are
provided as Refs 4-50.

2 TECHNICAL
APPROACH

BACKGROUND

AND

Rapid ductile fracture in steel transmission pipelines is
an extremely complex process consisting of three
interacting events. These are: (1) large-scale elastoplastic dynamic deformation
of the pipe walls; (2)
three-dimensional
unsteady gas dynamics; and (3) an
inelastic plane-stress crack extension process. A
schematic of this is illustrated in Fig. 1. Analysis of
crack propagation is complicated by the fact that each
segment of the computaton is directly dependent on
the outputs of each of the others; a fact that has
prevented analysis progress until the general availability of large-scale computational
facilities.
Central to the successful implementation
of a
fracture control methodology is the requirement for a
valid crack-tip characterizing
parameter.
For the
inelastic dynamic material behavior that is observed
during fracture of line pipe steel, the crack-tip opening
angle (CTOA) is found to be the most convenient.
Work on several different types of piping systems
strongly suggests that this parameter is valid for the
present application.“’
It will be necessary to ensure
that the applied CTOA, which depends on geometry
and loading, is less than the critical material toughness
value, labeled (CTOA),. The CTOA, as illustrated in
Fig. 1, must not be confused with the crack opening
angle (COA) which varies with position behind the
crack tip.
It is certainly possible within a fracture mechanics
approach to simulate the entire fracture process from
crack-growth initiation through rapid propagation to
eventual arrest. This can be done by solving an
initial-value,
boundary-value
problem in which an
equality is enforced between the crack driving force
and the corresponding
fracture resistance. This
approach has been taken, but at the price of using a
simplistic model for the crack driving force in the
pipeline. An analogous approach could be the use of
the PFRAC analysis model that is described in this
paper. But, as this would entail considerable
complexity and would be inconvenient to use on a
routine basis, the approach that is taken here is based
on the highly plausible assumption that a long-running
fracture can only occur in a steady-state condition (a
constant crack speed is a necessary but not sufficient
condition
for the steady state). It is entirely
conceivable that ductile fracture may initiate, due
perhaps to third-party
damage or some other
mechanism that is beyond the control of the pipeline
engineer. While this initiation event is generally not
on the pipe design and operating
dependent
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Fig. 1. Schematic Iof ductile pipe fracture and CTOA definition.

conditions, the subsequent propagation of the crack is
completely
dependent on the pipe geometry and
pressure. Thus, unless the conditions are such that a
steady state can be achieved,
a long-running
catastrophic failure will not take place and the crack
will arrest after a short distance. The focus of the
work described here is to ensure that crack arrest
always takes place.
By quantifying
the maximum
steady-state crack
driving force, (CTOA),,,,
that would occur with a
given pipe geometry and initial gas pressure,, it is then
possible to specify the resistance required to preclude
the steady state. The fracture event is then precluded,
provided that
(CTOA), > (CTOALw,
(2)
where (CTOA),,,
is the maximum steady-state value
of the CTOA values calculated over the range of
plausible crack speeds.
To examine the susceptibility of a pipeline to ductile
fracture, it is necessary to determine both sides of
inequality (2) for a given pipe material and operating
conditions. The approach that has been adopted here
uses a numerical scheme to calculate the CTOA for
each of a series of specified constant crack speeds. the
CTOA is primarily
dependent on the loading and
geometrical
configuration.
The numerical
scheme

involves the simulation
of the steady-state phase
of fracture
propagation
and this is accomplished through the fully coupled PFRAC fluid/
structure/fracture
computer program. Clearly, the
validation
of this model is of critical importance.
Validation
was achieved through customized instrumentation on a series of full-scale ductile fracture
tests.
The routine determination
of the material toughness term, (CTOA),,
in inequality
(2) is highly
desirable. Accordingly,
a small-scale two-specimen
laboratory test has been implemented
to evaluate
(CTOA),. Thus, the three primary technical elements
of the research that must be combined to establish the
fracture behavior of the line pipe steels are:
0) the elasto-plastic dynamic-fracture computational
model;
(ii) full-scale pipe fracture experimentation;
and
(iii) a small-scale characterization test.

3 THE

COMPUTATIONAL

MODEL

The development,
by Southwest Research Institute
of a fully coupled fluid/structure/fracture
PwW,
analysis computer
program
has recently
been
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completed, the details of which have been described in
Ref. 2. This program is referred to as PFRAC. A
number of enhancements have recently been made to
this program for the purpose of performing detailed
CTOA calculations. Principally,
the CTOA determinations have been achieved through a substructuring approach. For the purposes of completeness, the
key features of this code are given in Table 1.
There are three main modules in this program
reflecting
the three primary
aspects of crack
propagation in gas transmission pipelines: structural
mechanics, fluid mechanics and fracture mechanics.
As such, the program is ideally suited to modeling
axial crack propagation
in a cylindrical
pressure
vessel, in the presence of elastic-plastic
material
behavior and the large deformations of the fractured
pipe wall which constitute a moving containment
boundary for the gas. Two existing codes, a structural
mechanics program and a fluid mechanics program,
where used as the starting points for the work. These
were subsequently modified to meet the needs of the
ductile pipe fracture event.

et al.

scheme is used to march forward in time. This code is
ideally suited to shell-like structures undergoing large
deformations, such as the flap-opening experienced in
ruptured pipes.
3.2 Fluid mechanics

When any fluid storage or transport component is
breached,
a complex,
three-dimensional,
highly
transient flow exists until depressurization is complete.
The commercial
three-dimensional
finite-difference
program, FLOW3D, was used to model this flow. This
uses a fixed Eulerian grid but includes a fractional
area and volume representation (FAVOR), developed
by Hirt and Sicilian,‘3 for approximating shapes (such
as the curved pipe wall) that do not match the
computational
mesh lines. FLOW3D was embedded
in PFRAC to model the fluid dynamics. A number of
relatively minor modifications were necessary to allow
obstacles to move through the flow field (the flap
opening behind the crack tip).
3.3 Fracture mechanics

3.1 Structural

mechanics

The primary requirements of the structural dynamics
code are that it must model the large elastic-plastic
dynamic deformations of thin shells. The code that
was selected, referred to as WHAMSE,”
permits
these analyses to be performed. A unique feature of
the code is its use of a highly efficient bilinear
four-node quadrilateral
element with single-point
quadrature and a simple hourglass mode control. This
is a Lagrangian
finite-element
program and the
nonlinearities
are treated through
a
geometric
computational
description
in which a coordinate
system that rotates with the material is embedded at
the integration
point. An explicit finite-difference

Table

1. Integrated
computational

Structwal
l
l
l
l

l
l
l

mecharzics module

Dynamic finite element shell code
Elastic-plastic material behavior
Geometrically nonlinear deformation
Efficient explicit time integration

Flki
l

mechanics

module

Three-dimensional finite difference code
Nonsteady gas dynamics
Two-phase flow behavior
Moving obstacle feature

Fracture mechanics
l
l
l
l

fluid/structure/fracture
capability (PFRAC)

module

Dynamic crack propagation capability
Node release algorithm
Energy release rate computation
Crack-tip refinement via substructuring

A node-release algorithm was employed to numerically simulate crack propagation in the finite-element
code. Several time steps are required for the crack to
traverse a single element. Since each element is only
restrained at the corners, the propagation of the crack
along the element boundary is simulated by the
incremental release of the nodal force, and this is
taken to vary directly with the position of the crack
along the boundary. The CTOA is then evaluated
from these computations.
Accurate evaluation of the CTOA can only be
achieved from results very close to the crack tip,
necessitating
a very fine mesh in this region.
Accordingly,
a substructuring
technique has been
developed
to achieve the appropriate
level of
refinement without compromising
the computational
efficiency of the overall analysis. This technique allows
local mesh refinement at the crack tip in the following
manner.
After an analysis using the global finite-element
mesh, the boundary and loading conditions
are
established for a local analysis with a fine mesh at the
crack tip. The level of mesh refinement can be varied
to establish convergence at the correct CTOA. Figure
2 illustrates the local mesh refinement
typically
attained with the substructuring technique. Figure 3
shows the convergence of the computed angle to an
accurate CTOA as the mesh is refined for three
different crack speeds (assumed constant). The mesh
size in Fig. 3 represents the characteristic element
length in the substructure mesh, with the original
coarse mesh element length being 125 mm. The
significance of the results in Fig. 3 will be discussed
later.

A dynnrnic fracture

propagation

model ,for ycrs pipelines

D = 1.42 m
v = 125 m/s

p,, = 5.33 MPa

Fine Mesh Model from
Substructure Analysis

Coarse Mesh Model from
Global Pipe Fracture Analysis

Fig. 2. Substructuring in the immediate vicinity of the crack tip to obtain an accurate CTOA via mesh refinement.

3.4 Interface algorithm

The previous sections have outlined the main features
of the individual elements that are being used in the
integrated
fluid/structure/fracture
model.
The
WHAMSE
and FLOW3D codes are linked so that a
fully-coupled
three-dimensional
simulation
of the
crack propagation
can be performed.
The major
difficulty in coupling the three-dimensional
Eulerian
finite-difference
fluid dynamics code with the thinshell Lagrangian
finite-element
code, lies in the
differences between the spatial representations of the
respective discretization grids. A significant distinction
is that the finite-difference grid is fixed in space for all
time while the finite-element mesh moves to track the
pipe wall deformation.

As shown in the Table 2 flowchart, the main
PFRAC
routine acts as a driver for both the
WHAMSE
and FLOW3D segments. After the input
has been read for both codes, an initial geometrical
setup is performed. Once the initial pressure has been
reached, the crack is then allowed to initiate at the
center of the pipe and axial propagation then proceeds
in both directions. A fully coupled computation then
Table 2. Flowchart

for interface

routine

3

i

Obstacle for Fluid
1

New Forces Input to WHAMSE
50

MESH

100

SIZE

150

(mm)

Fig. 3. Convergence of the computed CTOA as the mesh is

refined to smaller sizes.
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takes place, with the driver routine alternately calling
the WHAMSE
and FLOW3D segments of the code.
The main time-integration
loop proceeds as follows.
During a WHAMSE
time step, the crack advances by
a specified amount and the fractured pipe will deforms
to a new position. This deformed shape effectively
denotes a new containment boundary for the next
FLOW3D step as the gas pressures are recomputed.
Based on these gas pressures, a new set of equivalent
loads acting on the pipe wall are calculated. These
forces constitute the loads acting on the pipe wall for
the next time step. The time-marching
scheme
continues as outlined in Table 2 until the simulation
time is complete.

4 PIPE

FRACTURE

EXPERIMENTATION

Over the past two decades, Centro Sviluppo Materiali
(CSM) has been involved in a large number of
full-scale fracture propagation experiments on internally pressurized pipes. As discussed earlier, predictive formulae such as eqn (1) cannot, in general, be
extrapolated outside a limited range of material types
and applied loads, and are valid only for soil backfill.
Hence, the program of CSM tests investigated factors
such as crack arrestors, frozen backfill, high hoop
stress and offshore environment on full-scale ductile
fracture resistance. Another objective was to provide
knowledge on the behavior of the newer generation
controlled,
rolled, quenched and tempered,
and

Table 3. Summary

CSM
Ref.

Test date/
sponsor

Pipe size
(mm)

20

ILVA/EPRG
June 1987

1422x 18.7

21

ILVA
Sept. 1988

1422x 18.7

x70
ww
441-475
MPa

22

ILVA
Dec. 1988

1422x 18
(side A)
1422X 20
(side B)

x70
W65)
487-541
MPa

et al.

accelerated-cooled line pipe steels where the predictive formulae are known to be non-conservative.
Recently, special instrumentation
has been included
in the full-scale tests in order to make critical
comparison with the numerical analysis model. In this
experimental
work, the steady-state phase is of
greatest interest.
This instrumentation
included
pressure transducers, strain gages and crack wires to
measure propagation speeds. Table 3 shows details of
the three tests carried out on a 1.42 m (56”) diameter
pipe. These tests are designated CSM numbers 20-22.
Each test consisted of a number of pipe sections
joined together, each having slightly different material
properties (Charpy energies). A crack was initiated in
the center section which had the lowest Charpy
energy, and then propagated in both directions into
sections that had higher toughnesses. Crack arrest
always occurred in the tougher pipe sections. Note
that while each full-scale test in Table 3 is given a
general pipe steel grade, the actual grade differs from
one pipe section to the next. For example, a material
test result shows that in test 21, pipe 25 is of grade
X65 and pipe 31 is of grade X70.
A series of pressure transducers was placed around
the circumference of the internal pipe surface in order
to measure the circumferential
pressure field during
decompression. An example of the results is shown in
Fig. 4 where gage E coincides with the position of the
propagating crack. It can be seen that the pressure
decay is very rapid at that point, but is less
pronounced at other points around the circumference.

of full scale test nos 20-22

Grade and
Pipe Pipe CV Prop/ Pressure Hoop stress Medium and
actual YS Steel type ID# (J/cm’) arrest (bar)
test temp
WPa)
X65
445-606
MPa

Separation 11
free CR
1
steel
2
3
4
5
9
36
AC
30
AC
25
AC
AC
24
31
AC
AC
24
27
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC

14a
9a
13a
5b
2b
7b
97

2x0
210
160
118
155
144
300
176
134
95
91
155
166
172
243
244
204
89
173
216
224

107.7
1
P
I
P
P
A
x
A
P
I
A
*
*

408MPa
90% SMYS

Natural gas
21-22°C

92

350MPa
72% SMYS

Air
20°C

i

100

76% SMYS
(side A)
69% SMYS
(side B)

Air
10°C

P
I
A
*
*

Notes: AC = Accelerated cooled: CR = Controlled cooled: I = Initiation pipe: P = Propagate;A = Arrest section.
(*) Crack stopped before pipe: all tests backfilled with 1 m of soil.
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Time (millisec)
Fig. 4. Measured pressureoutput from circumferentially located pressuretransducersin the full-scaleburst test.

At the axial location of these transducers, the pressure
at the time the crack reaches this position is
approximately
5.7 MPa (time equals 66 ms), which is
considerably reduced from the initial line pressure of
10.8 MPa. This is due to the decompression waves that
propagate down the pipe ahead of the crack. A
one-dimensional
model for the crack-tip pressure, pC,
that has been well established through comparison
with full-scale data is given by:
y-l
v
2
___
__pc=pL
1y+l+y+lvgI

2YiYT-l

’

(3)

where y is the specific ratio of the gas, V, is the speed
of sound in the gas at line conditions, pL is the initial
line pressure and V is the steady-state crack speed.
This relation can be readily obtained from the
one-dimensional
analysis of gas decompression in a
tube.“’
Both internal and external strain gages were used to
measure the circumferential
strain as a function of
time, and thus it was possible to calculate the changes
in shape of the pipe section. The gages revealed a
distinct ovalization of the pipe prior to the passage of
the crack. These results will be discussed in more
detail later. Timing wires were placed on the outer
surface of the pipe in order to measure crack position
as a function of time from the start of the test. These
timing wire data were used to identify the steady-state

region and they provide a very important input in the
validation of the numerical analysis methodology.

5 SMALL-SCALE
TESTING

CHARACTERIZATION

In order to predict the propagation/arrest
conditions
for ductile fracture propagation in gas pipelines, a
reliable measurement of material fracture resistance is
required. In view of the fact that traditional Charpy
energy and DWTT tests may not be adequate for this
purpose, an alternative approach is used here. The
CTOA has been chosen as a measurement
of the
material toughness with respect to ductile fracture.
This quantity can be determined in a number of ways,
such as the kinematic approach of Venzi et nl.”
One approach to characterizing the resistance to
inelastic fracture propagation
is to measure the
associated energy-release rate. A schematic example
of the load-displacement
relationship, produced when
a notched specimen with a substantial ligment is
fractured under either static or dynamic conditions, is
shown in Fig. 5. A relatively small amount of energy is
absorbed in the initial stages as the load on the
specimen rises from zero to Pm,,. This is called the
initiation energy (Ei) and is generally independent of
the ligament length. The energy released from Pm,,
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DISPLACEMENT
Fig. 5. Illustration of energy absorbedfrom measurements
of load and displacement.

onwards is termed the propagation energy (Ep) and is
assumed to be associated with the crack propagation
event. This is a ligament-dependent
term. Thus, the
total energy (E,) is given by:
Et = Ei + Ep.

(4)
It has been determined that the E, is linear in the
remaining ligament size and this can be compared
with the two-parameter
approach of Priest and
Holmes:h-s7 based on extensive experimental
work.
The latter relation is:
fpR,IS,L.

(5)

energy per area and represents the energy required
for formation of two new surfaces, while S, is the
energy required for plastic deformation of the zones
around the fracture surface per unit volume. These
total energies are plotted in Fig. 6 for X65 steel for
specimens having ligament lengths of 38 and 66mm.
Note that at least three tests have been carried out at
each ligament length with a straight-line regression
performed through the average of the values at each
point.
The second term on the right-hand side of eqn (5),
S,, can be related to (CTOA), while the quantity R,
relates to necking in the specimen. It has been shown
in Ref. 1 that:

where A is the area of the remaining ligament and L is

the ligament

length.

The quantity

R, has units of

=;

(2571) 2

(6)

where (CTOA),
is in degrees, S, in joules per
millimeter and god, in newtons per millimeter squared
is the dynamic flow stress for the material, and in
terms of the yield and ultimate stresses, is given by:

800

600

“E
u
-3

(CTOA),

uod = 0*65(a, + CT,)

400

a
.
W-

i0
LIGAMENT

$0

40

LENGTH

Fig. 6. Calculation of (CTOA),

(mm)

from the two-specimen
method for X65 steel.

(7)

Thus, a relatively simple and convenient twospecimen approach can be used to determine
(CTOA),
involving notched specimens having distinctly different ligament lengths. These specimens are
broken using either a pendulum machine or a vertical
drop-weight machine with an instrumented
hammer
capable of recording the force-time variation during
fracture. This record can then be integrated to give
the force-deformation
relation and hence the total
energy to fracture, E,. By plotting these energies as a
function of ligament length, the slope S, can be
determined in accordance with eqn (5), and hence
(CTOA), using eqn (6). For X65 steel (Fig. 6), this
angle was found to be 8.1”.

A dyrlumic fracture propagatiorl

a;
2
a
.
ul-

400

200

0

I
20

I
40

LIGAMENT

LENGTH

60

I
80

(mm)

Fig. 7. Data and regression line for impact energy per net
section area for X70 steel as a function of ligament length.
A further illustration
of this approach is given in
Fig. 7 for X70 steel where the DWTT ligament lengths
are 38 and 66 mm. These data have been used for the
straight-line regression and yield a (CTOA), of 10.4”.
While not used in the regression analysis, data are also
included in this plot for Charpy energy (CV) and
Battelle drop-weight tear test (BDWTT)
specimens
having ligament lengths of 8 and 71 mm respectively.
6

ANALYSIS

RESULTS

The typical PFRAC computational
result given in Fig.
8 shows the deformed shape of the pipe during
steady-state propagation
in a 1.42 m diameter gas
transmission pipeline with 1 m of backfill. The effects
of soil surrounding the pipe were modeled in a cursory
manner by increasing the pipe material
density

Fig. 8. PFRAC

computational

model for gas pipelines
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sufficiently to account for the soil inertia. This was
equivalent to attaching 0.25 m of soil to the wall. It is
assumed that the crack propagates in both directions
from the symmetry plane at a constant speed of
125 m/s. Figure 8 clearly illustrates the large flap
opening behind the crack tip. In the pipe model, 1260
shell elements were used and the fluid was modeled by
14 560 cells. The computation
time was of order
40 min on a CRAY 2 computer.
The PFRAC model was taken to be 10 m in length
in order to achieve a reasonable compromise between
computational
effort and having a length of pipe
sufficient for the pipe fracture propagation to achieve
a steady state. In the full-scale experimental work, the
steady-state phase was of greatest interest. For this
steady-state region, not only is the crack speed
constant, but there is also a constant value for the
energy release rate. In addition to crack-speed and
gas-pressure measurements, the instrumentation
in the
pipe allowed reconstruction
of the transient pipe
geometry, particularly the flap openings in the vicinity
of the crack tip. The configuration most completely
analyzed was test 22 in Table 3. The reconstructed
wall deformations
from the experimental
measurements are shown in Fig. 9a, with the corresponding
computational
result given in Fig. 9b.
Figure 9a shows pipe wall sections at various
locations relative to the crack tip during propagation,
illustrating
the wall deforming
from its initial
configuration to an ovalized shape as the crack passes.
Further behind the crack tip, the pipe wall opens up as
the flaps move out. These results can be compared
with the computational
results provided in Fig. 9b.
Close inspection of these two sets of results reveals
good agreement in the deformed shapes, especially in
the amount of ovalization.
As discussed in Ref. 2, a number of other
comparisons with experimental data have been carried
out, particularly in relation to the pressure measure-

result for steady-state crack propagation in a 1.422 m diameter pipe with backfill: crack
speed = 125 m/s.
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D Behind

1’F D Behind
I

et al.

Original

1 D Behind

Fig. 9a. Deformed cross-section reconstructed from full-scale burst test measurements.

ments. These are not described here except to state
that good correlation was also obtained.
In order to derive full benefit of this ductile pipe
fracture approach and to establish a firm basis for a
crack-arrest methodology,
a parametric
study has
been carried out with the PFRAC model. Specifically,
for a given pipe diameter,
wall thickness, yield
strength and initial
line pressure, a series of
computations was performed at a range of constant

2;

D Behind

1;

D Behind

L
\

crack speeds. In each such analysis, a plateau value
representing
the steady-state crack driving force
(CTOA) for that particular constant crack speed was
achieved. These steady-state CTOA values were then
plotted as a function of the different crack speeds. Of
significance is the fact that these plots show the
existence of a maximum
value at some particular
crack speed. An example result is shown in Fig. 10.
The results of the type shown in Fig. 10 represent a

\

Original
\

1 D Behind

Fig. 9b. Deformed cross-section obtained from PFRAC computation.
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drop again. Thus there is some crack speed at which
there is a local maximum in CTOA. The latter
observations are reinforced by a theoretical limiting
crack propagation speed condition for a pressurized
pipe which has been estimated as?

where C,, is the elastic-bar wave speed for the line
pipe steel (approximately 5000 m/s), h is the pipe wall
thickness and R is the mean radius of the pipe. For the
1.422 m diameter pipe that is the focal point of the
work described herein, V, = 422 m/s.
Table 4 shows the mechanical properties for some
of the line pipe steels in test 21 and 22 in Table 3.
Also shown are the (CTOA), values obtained using
the two-specimen methodology
that has been
described in the previous section. Table 5 shows the
computed maximum crack driving force values,
(CTOAhmx, for the tests corresponding to the pipes in
Table 4. These computed crack driving force values
were obtained from the results that are given in Fig.
11. The model predictions are given in Table 6 and it
can be seen that these are in complete agreement with
the experimental results from the full-scale burst tests.
The predicted crack speeds also correlated very well
with the measured steady-state crack speeds. Note
that crack propagation usually takes place at CTOA
values that are lessthan the (CTOA),,,
value. During
propagation, the applied driving force, CTOA, equals
(CTOA), and this can be used to calculate the crack
speed. For example, in Fig. 11, (CTOA), for pipe 25 is
8.1” and this would predict a steady-state crack speed
of 125 m/s.
The results given in Table 6 serve to validate and
unify all the concepts described in the previous
sections. Specifically, these combine the computational result for the maximum crack driving force with
the experimental result for the critical crack arrest
parameter, (CTOA),.
They have been performed
independently and the comparison is free of any
empiricism. Using the results from the full-scale pipe
burst tests, the validity of the methodology has been
further established since crack arrest/propagation is
correctly predicted in four distinct cases.

01
0

100

300

200

CRACK SPEED (m/s)
10. Computational result illustrating CTOA

as a
function of steady-state crack speeds:diameter= 1.422m:
wall thickness= 18.7mm: pL = 12.4MPa: pressurizedby air.

Fig.

computational study over a range of possible crack
speeds that are generally not simulations of actual
crack propagation experiments. These CTOA values
are the driving forces that would be available if the
crack were to propagate at that speed. A crack will
actually propagate only at the speed at ,which the
CTOA is equal to (CTOA),, the dynamic material
fracture toughness. It follows that a crack can never
propagate in a sustained manner if the maximum
driving force is less than the minimum dynamic
fracture toughness for that material as given by
inequality (2). Thus, the existence of a maximum
crack driving force is of primary importance.
The maximum crack driving force is denoted herein
as (CTOA),,,.
First, if the crack propagates at low
velocities, the crack-tip pressure is small due to gas
decompression and the inertia effects are unimportant.
That this type of result must exhibit a maximum was
shown by Kanninen and Sampath’ and this has been
effectively exploited in subsequent advances of the
modeling effort by Kanninen et al. I’) The crack-tip
pressure is higher at increased velocities resulting in a
larger value of CTOA. When inertia effects gradually
become significant at high velocities, CTOA. begins to
Table 4. Measured

mechanical and fracture toughness
steels used in full-scale tests

Pipe
number

Grade of
steel

9a
13a

X65

31
25

x70
X65

X80

(&?‘a)

Charpy
energy
(J/cm’)

529
541
475
447

247
201
159
96

-

properties

for line pipe

({Pa)

DWTT
energy
(J/cm’)

Measured
(CTOA),
(degrees)

655
658
597
596

725
706
487
355

14.2
11.9
10.4

8.1
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5. Computed

Pipe
number

crack driving forces using PFRAC for 1.422 m gas transmission pipes pressurized by air

Mechanical
properties
q?

7 CRACK-ARREST

Test
conditions

(hI;a)

WPaf

9a
13a
31
25

529
541
475
447

D

h

(mm)

(mm)

10
10
9.2
9.2

1422
1422
1422
1422

18.0
18.0
18.7
18.7

655
658
597
596

METHODOLOGY

possible to determine
(CTOA),,,
which
maximum
attainable value if (steady-state)
fracture propagation occurs.
For routine calculation of (CTOA),,,,

procedure

is to conduct

Calculated
(CTOAL
(degrees)

(h%a)

The PFRAC analysis model, as shown by critical
comparisons with full-scale pipe burst test results,
requires nonlinear analysis procedures to quantify the
conditions governing fracture propagation and arrest.
This has been accomplished using the substructuring
feature which provides excellent resolution
for the
CTOA. The computer code calculates CTOA values
for various constant crack speeds. From this, it is

convenient

et al.

of these results is given in Table 7. In this table, cih is
the hoop stress corresponding to the undisturbed line
pressure, (T,, is the flow stress of the pipe steel, E is the
elastic modulus of the pipe steel (200 GPa), D is the
mean diameter of the pipe and h is the pipe wall
thickness. As a result of this parametric study, an
interpolating
formula
for (CTOA),,,,
has been
developed for pipeline steels. This is given by the
general form:
(CTOA),,,

is the
ductile
a more

an extensive

numerical parameter study for a wide range of

operating conditions, followed by a determination
of
in
each
instance.
These
computations
(CTOAhax
have been performed when the gas in the pipe is
methane and there is 1 m of backfill. Variations in
pipe diameter, wall thickness, material yield stress and
operating pressure have been considered. A selection

12.7
12.5
10.2
10.9

= C(~)“‘(~)“(;)“,

(9)

where the three dimensionless groups in eqn (9) are
formed in accordance with the Buckingham
n
theorem. The parameters m, y1and q are dimensionless constants and C is in units of degrees. These

quantities are determined by fitting eqn (9) to the
results of the parametric study typified by those in
Table 7. This exercise led to the following values of
the constants for methane:
C = 106; nz = 0.753;

n = 0.778;

q = 0.65.

(10)

The accuracy of this interpolating formula is within
8%. These constants will be different for other
pressurizing media such as rich gases.While this is not

the only possible procedure, it provides a convenient
way to interpolate
the computational
results. The
result given by eqn (9) allows an easily performed
calculation of (CTOA),,,
on a routine basis without
the need to use a complex computer program.
The conditions under which a crack propagates in a

Table 6. Critical comparison of theoretical predictions and
experimental
observations for 1.422 m diameter gas transmission pipes

Pipe (flOA)c
Model
Pipe burst
(CTCW,,,,
number (degrees) (degrees) predictions test results
0

50

100

150

CRACK

SPEED

200

250

(m/s)

11. Computed CTOA during ductile fracture as a
function of assumedsteady-statecrack speedin a 1.422m
diameter pipe with air and 1 m backfill.
Fig.

9a
13a
31
25

14.2
11.9
10.4
8.1

12.7
12.5
10.2
10.9

Arrest
Arrest
Propagate Propagate
Arrest
Arrest
Propagate Propagate

A dynnmic fracture
Table
a,, W’a)

592
592
592
828
828
828

7. Computed
gh

WW

207
310
448
207
310
448

propcjgrrtion

(CTOA),,,.,

values for a wide range of operating

3.8
16.7
13.0
3.7
5.5
8.5

pipeline are such that the driving force for the crack
propagation, expressed here in terms of the CTOA, is
equal to the dynamic fracture resistance of the
material, denoted by (CTOA),.
Thus crack arrest
occurs when (CTOA),,,
is less than (CTOA),. The
latter quantity can, of course, be calculated using the
two-specimen test procedure that has been outlined
earlier.

8 SUMMARY

AND

CONCLUSIONS

A methodology has been developed that can be used
on a routine basis to prevent the possibility of the
occurrence of long-running cracks in gas transmission
pipelines. Earlier work on this problem that relied on
interpolative schemes for Charpy energy is unable to
treat the larger diameters and higher pressures of
present-day line pipe systems. In addition,
at a
fundamental
level, the CTOA
is a more basic
fracture-characterizing
parameter than the Charpy
energy.
Procedures were outlined to calculate the maximum
CTOA for a given set of pipe operating conditions
and to determine its material property counterpart,
for line pipe steel. Calculation
of
(CTOAL,
has
been
achieved
using
a
validated
(CTOALa,
coupled fluid/structure/fracture
analysis of the ductile
fracture event. Using these results, an empirical
power-law
relation
has been
developed
for
(CTOA),,,
over a limited range of pipe operating
conditions. A two-specimen test method to determine
(CTOA), has also been outlined and this is based on
energy measurements from drop-weight tear tests. To
eliminate
the risk of long-running
fracture, these
procedures can be used in a practical manner by the
gas transmission industry for either:
l

l

D = 1067mm

D = 762mm
h = 12.7mm

selecting line pipe materials
with toughnesses
adequate under specified gas pressures, pipe sizes
and gas compositions: or
specifying maximum
permissible operating pressures for existing pipelines in their most severe
associated service conditions.

II = 12.7mm

h = 18.8mm

3.9
8.2
16.X
3.8
6.4
12.1

3.7
6.0
12.5
3,l
5.0
8.2

-
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conditions

D = 1422mm
h = 183 mm
3.8
84
15.5
3.8
6.1
1I.5

In addition,
for pipelines in which a line pipe
crack-arrest toughness level cannot be achieved in a
cost-effective manner, mechanical crack-arrester systems could be designed using the PFRAC computational model. This procedure would enable consideration of various types of arresters that could be used to
confine the maximum extent of a ductile fracture to an
acceptably small length.
While the ductile fracture prevention methodology
there are a number of
is essentially complete,
enhancements that could be made to the computational model. The effects of backfill are often difficult
to quantify. Consequently, a more precise treatment
of the soil should be included that would account for
interactions with the pipe/gas. The influence of rich
gas on crack propagation/arrest
also merits further
attention. Finally, the empirical
approximation
for
(CTOA),,,
needs to be expanded to cover a wider
range of operating conditions and pipe materials.
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